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ABSTRACT

The low-frequency variability of the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) is investigated

from 2, 1/48, and 1/128 global ocean–sea ice simulations, with a specific focus on its internally generated (i.e.,

‘‘intrinsic’’) component. A 327-yr climatological 1/48 simulation, driven by a repeated seasonal cycle (i.e., a

forcing devoid of interannual time scales), is shown to spontaneously generate a significant fraction R of the

interannual-to-decadal AMOC variance obtained in a 50-yr ‘‘fully forced’’ hindcast (with reanalyzed atmo-

spheric forcing including interannual time scales). This intrinsic variance fraction R slightly depends on

whether AMOCs are computed in geopotential or density coordinates, and on the period considered in the

climatological simulation, but the following features are quite robust whenmesoscale eddies are simulated (at

both 1/48 and 1/128 resolutions); R barely exceeds 5%–10% in the subpolar gyre but reaches 30%–50% at 348S,
up to 20%–40%near 258N, and 40%–60%near theGulf Stream.About 25%of themeridional heat transport

interannual variability is attributed to intrinsic processes at 348S and near the Gulf Stream. Fourier and

wavelet spectra, built from the 327-yr 1/48 climatological simulation, further indicate that spectral peaks of

intrinsic AMOC variability (i) are found at specific frequencies ranging from interannual to multidecadal,

(ii) often extend over thewholemeridional scale of gyres, (iii) stochastically change throughout these 327 yr, and

(iv) sometimes match the spectral peaks found in the fully forced hindcast in the North Atlantic. Intrinsic

AMOC variability is also detected at multidecadal time scales, with a marked meridional coherence between

358S and 258N (15–30 yr periods) and throughout the whole basin (50–90-yr periods).

1. Introduction

The Atlantic meridional overturning circulation

(AMOC) consists of two main cells that extend across

the whole latitudinal range of the basin. In the upper

cell, warm surface waters are advected northward; they

progressively lose their heat to the atmosphere in the

northern basin and become denser and sink at middepth

at high latitudes to feed the southward return flow of the

North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW). In the bottom

cell, Antarctic BottomWater (AABW) enters the basin

from the south along the seafloor, raises upward as it

mixes with lighter water, and finally recirculates and

exits the basin southward within the NADW middepth

flow. The AMOC upper cell’s northward limb transports
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a substantial amount of heat northward, which reaches its

maximum (about 1.3 PW) at 248–268N; this advective

heat flux accounts for about 25%of the total (atmosphere

and ocean) poleward heat transport at those latitudes

(Hall and Bryden 1982; Johns et al. 2011). The conver-

gence of this heat transport strongly influences the air–sea

heat fluxes in the Gulf Stream region; changes in the

AMOC northward limb transport may therefore have

substantial climatic impacts (Dong et al. 2007).

Observational programs, developed in the last de-

cade, aremonitoring theAMOC strength, structure, and

variability: the RAPID–MOCHA program (Hirschi

et al. 2003; Baehr et al. 2004; Cunningham et al. 2007;

Kanzow et al. 2007;McCarthy et al. 2012) started in 2004

and continuously monitors the AMOC at the 26.58N
latitude; the Meridional Overturning Variability Ex-

periment (MOVE) program (Send et al. 2002) started in

2000 and is focused on 168N; and the Observatoire de la

Variabilité Interannuelle et Décennale en Atlantique

Nord (OVIDE) program (Lherminier et al. 2007) has

been monitoring a section from Greenland to Portugal

every other year since 2002. The mechanisms of AMOC

variability have also been studied numerically (e.g.,

Delworth et al. 1993; Bentsen et al. 2004) throughout the

whole basin and on much longer time scales, either from

ocean simulations driven by atmospheric reanalyses (in

laminar or eddying regimes) or from coupled ocean–

atmospheric simulations (mostly in the laminar regime).

Most studies to date about the AMOC variability in

the eddying regime have been concerned with the re-

sponse of the AMOC to a prescribed atmospheric var-

iability. Using ocean general circulation models

(OGCMs), Biastoch et al. (2008) and Hirschi et al.

(2013) have documented another aspect of the

interannual-to-decadal variability of the AMOC com-

puted along geopotential levels. Both studies revealed

that when mesoscale eddies are (even partially) re-

solved, nonlinearities become significant and the phase

of the AMOC time series is no longer locked to the

phase of the atmospheric forcing: it becomes partly

chaotic, up to decadal time scales. Using a laminar

global OGCM with an increase in resolution in the

Agulhas region driven by an atmospheric reanalysis,

Biastoch et al. (2008) showed that resolving mesoscale

eddies locally strongly modifies the phase of the decadal

variability of the AMOC northward limb transport

(approximated by the AMOC time series at 1000m);

this phase perturbation was maximum in the Agulhas

region but did propagate as far as the Northern Hemi-

sphere subtropics within a few months. Hirschi et al.

(2013) then compared the AMOC northward limb

transport time series obtained from two eddy-permitting

(1/48) global OGCM hindcasts with different initial

conditions but identical surface forcing. The chaotic

interannual-to-decadal AMOC variability component,

revealed by substantial differences between individual

time series, was shown to account for a significant pro-

portion of the total AMOC interannual variance found

in individual hindcasts: around 15%–35% throughout

the South Atlantic, 10% between the equator and 258N,

15%–20% between 258 and 478N, and about 5% farther

north.1 Both Biastoch et al. (2008) and Hirschi et al.

(2013) thus identified substantial chaotic AMOC vari-

ability, some of which may be generated in the South

Atlantic and propagate to the north.

The present study uses a different strategy to further

investigate how the low-frequency (LF; i.e., at time

scales longer than 1 yr) variability of the AMOC upper-

cell northward limb transport is impacted by intrinsic

oceanic processes. As done in Penduff et al. (2011), we

mainly compare two global 1/48OGCM simulations: one

50-yr hindcast forced by the full range of observed at-

mospheric time scales and one 327-yr run forced each

year by the same climatological atmospheric annual

cycle. The ‘‘fully forced’’ run is comparable to Hirschi

et al.’s (2013) hindcasts and yields the so-called total

AMOC variability over the last decades. The seasonally

forced run isolates the AMOC LF variability that is in-

trinsic, that is, generated by the ocean without any

forcing at these time scales. Using this or similar ap-

proaches, Penduff et al. (2011) and Thomas and Zhai

(2013) showed the substantial imprint of interannual-to-

decadal intrinsic variability on sea surface height and

AMOC, respectively. Penduff et al. (2011) also dem-

onstrated that switching to the laminar regime (28) al-
most suppresses sea level intrinsic variability.

The simulation strategies mentioned above yield

complementary views on the LF variability that spon-

taneously emerges in the eddying ocean. Both Biastoch

et al. (2008) and Hirschi et al. (2013) used a pair of fully

forced hindcasts, one of which was perturbed (through a

local increase of resolution and through perturbed initial

conditions, respectively). Differences between both

hindcasts were used by these authors to estimate the

imprint of intrinsic variability under full forcing but with

two limitations: time scales of interest could not extend

beyond one decade or so since atmospheric reanalyses

have limited duration and since the estimate of intrinsic

variability intensity (derived from two-member ensem-

ble dispersions) probably has a sizeable inaccuracy.

Unlike these authors, Thomas and Zhai (2013) used

atmospheric forcing fields devoid of any low frequency,

1 Hirschi et al.’s (2013) Fig. 14c presents this proportion in terms

of AMOC standard deviations at low frequencies.
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hence isolating in the North Atlantic the purely intrinsic

(i.e., disentangled from its atmospherically forced

counterpart) LF ocean variability over still relatively

short 15-yr simulations. Note that Penduff et al. (2011)

also used short 12-yr datasets to study the sea level in-

trinsic variability. In the present study, we follow

Penduff et al.’s (2011) and Thomas and Zhai’s (2013)

climatological forcing strategy to study the purely intrin-

sic LF variability, but over a much longer, 327-yr global

integration; interannual-to-decadal intrinsic variability

is first estimated from statistics based on nine successive

32-yr periods; its multidecadal and intermittent behavior

is then analyzed from 309-yr time series.

Our first objective here is to quantify from the 327-yr

seasonally forced simulation the intensity of the intrinsic

interannual-to-decadal AMOC variability, its stability

over successive 32-yr periods, and its relative contribu-

tion to the total AMOC variance simulated with full

forcing. Our second objective is to discuss from these

results the potential contribution of intrinsic vari-

ability on existing and future AMOC monitoring data

[i.e., RAPID and OVIDE and Overturning in the Sub-

polar North Atlantic Program (OSNAP) and South

Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation Initiative

(SAMOC), respectively; see Schiermeier 2013] and on

the meridional heat transport (MHT) at these key lati-

tudes. Our third objective is to examine the sensitivity

of these results to model resolution, ranging from 28
(laminar regime) through 1/48 (eddy permitting) up to
1/128 (eddy resolving). We will finally describe the tem-

poral behavior of the intrinsic AMOC LF variability

throughout the whole seasonally forced run, including

time scales longer than one decade.

Our numerical simulations and postprocessing tech-

niques are presented in section 2. The intensity of in-

trinsic and total AMOC variabilities will be compared

over;1–10-yr time scales throughout the basin (section

3), first at 1/48 resolution, then focusing on resolution

impacts. The longer-term behavior of the intrinsic var-

iability, its dominant time scales, and meridional co-

herence of its multidecadal time scales will then be

studied from the long 327-yr seasonally forced 1/48 sim-

ulation (section 4). Conclusions are given in section 5.

2. Model simulations and processing

a. Model simulations

Each pair of simulations used in this study includes a

fully forced ‘‘F’’ run and a seasonally forced ‘‘S’’ run that

differ only in their forcing. F simulations are intended to

mimic the evolution of the observed ocean, and S sim-

ulations isolate the intrinsic part of the low-frequency

variability. Each pair corresponds to a specific horizon-

tal resolution (28, 1/48, and 1/128) and associated subgrid-

scale parameterizations.

These six simulations were performed in the frame-

work of the DRAKKAR project using the Nucleus for

European Modeling of the Ocean (NEMO; Madec et al.

2012) ocean–sea ice numerical model with the same 46-

level vertical discretization. The six simulations share a

partial cell representation of topography and a momen-

tum advection scheme that conserves energy and ens-

trophy (Barnier et al. 2006; Penduff et al. 2007; Le

Sommer et al. 2009); a total variance diminishing (TVD)

tracer advection scheme; an isopycnal Laplacian tracer

diffusion operator; a vertical mixing scheme based on the

TKE turbulent closure model (Blanke and Delecluse

1993); and a convective adjustment scheme based on en-

hanced vertical mixing in case of static instability.

Table 1 summarizes the main differences between

these simulations. Note that the 28 and 1/48 configurations
and simulations used here are described in detail in

Penduff et al. (2010, 2011). The 1/128 model configura-

tions are described in detail in Molines et al. (2014); the

seasonally forced 1/128 simulation has been analyzed in

Treguier et al. (2014) and Deshayes et al. (2013). More

information about model configurations and solutions

may be found in the aforementioned papers as well as in

Sérazin et al. (2015).

Each pair of simulations composes a 50-yr fully forced

F run driven by the full range of atmospheric time scales

available in original datasets (6-hourly forcing from 1958

to 2007) and a seasonally forced S run driven by its

corresponding climatological annual cycle; the forcing

of both simulations within a pair is based on the same

original forcing dataset (see Table 1); the method we

used to generate the climatological annual cycle from

the full forcing is described in Penduff et al. (2011). The

original forcing dataset used for the 28 and 1/48 pairs is
referred to asDFS4. The original forcing dataset DFS4.4

used for our 1/128 pair is described in detail in Dussin and

Barnier (2013) and differs from DFS4 only after 31 De-

cember 2001.2

b. AMOC computation

The first 18 yr are discarded from all simulations; this

removes from AMOC time series the imprint of initial

2 Use of ERA-Interim instead of ERA-40 for all forcing vari-

ables: wind vector, air temperature and humidity, downward

shortwave and longwave radiation, total precipitation, and snow-

fall. Corrections described in Brodeau et al. (2010) ensure a smooth

transition in 2001/02. ERA-Interim variables, whose native reso-

lution is 0.78 and 3 h, were projected at ERA-40 resolution (1.1258
and 6 h).
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dynamical adjustments and ensures that their long-term

adjustment trends are well captured (and removed) by

the Loess high-pass filtering process. Total (fully forced)

AMOCLF statistics are thus computed fromF runs over

the 32-yr 1976–2007 period. Intrinsic (seasonally forced)

AMOC LF statistics are computed from various seg-

ments of the S run time series, depending on the ques-

tions addressed and available data, either from the

whole S run (i.e., years 19–327 at 1/48) or from successive

32-yr segments: two segments (years 19–50 and 51–82) at
1/128 and nine segments (19–50, 51–82, . . . , 275–306) at 1/48
and 28 that will be combined into a pseudoensemble for

some statistics.

AMOCs are computed in both geopotential and po-

tential density referenced to 2000-ms2 coordinates from

monthly model outputs. These monthly values are then

averaged over 12 months to yield yearly AMOCz and

AMOCs2
estimates (also see section 2e). The impact of

the model resolution will only be estimated in terms of

AMOCz since the absence of monthly temperature and

salinity (hence density) files prevented us from com-

puting AMOCs2
in certain simulations. All other anal-

yses, however, will take advantage of AMOCs2

estimates. In accordance with Zhang (2010), our 1/48
AMOCs2

captures the diapycnal water mass trans-

formation (DWT). At high latitudes in particular (i.e., a

region where steep isopycnals are common) there

therefore can be substantial differences between

AMOCs2
and AMOCz as the latter represents sinking

and not DWT. Similar values are typically found for

both AMOCs2
and AMOCz in low to midlatitudes

where isopycnals are flatter. We shall follow Zhang

(2010) on a second point: the transports of the AMOC

upper-cell northward limb are estimated every year at

each latitude as the maximum of AMOC stream-

functions in depth and density (for AMOCz and

AMOCs2
, respectively).

c. Comparison of mean AMOCs2
in 1/48 runs

Figures 1a and 1b show that our F and S 1/48 simula-

tions yield very similar time-averaged AMOCs2

streamfunctions, in particular in the 36–37kgm23 den-

sity range. In this range, themagnitude [;20.5 Sverdrups

(Sv; 1 Sv[ 106m3 s21)] and location (558N, 36.7 kgm23)

of both overturning maxima are almost indistinguish-

able. The meridional distributions of upper-cell time-

mean intensities (Fig. 1c) differ by less than 2%

throughout the whole basin, except between 668 and

708N,where this difference reaches 10%. In other words,

the differences in atmospheric forcings barely affect the

time-mean AMOCs2
structure and intensity over 50 yr,

hence ensuring that differences in variabilities obtained

in F and S runs are not due to different mean states.

d. Nonlinear detrending

Any OGCM progressively adjusts toward its own ‘‘cli-

mate,’’ hence explaining nonlinear trends in certain time

series. The blue line in Fig. 2 shows that this adjustment

yields an 8% decrease in AMOCs2
at 26.58N throughout

the 327-yr 1/48 S run and progressively tends to level off.

TABLE 1. Model setups and simulations.

Horizontal resolutiona 28 1/48 1/128

Meridional grid refinement 1/38 (equator) None

NEMO version 2.3 3.4

Horizontal viscosity operator Laplacian Biharmonic

Horizontal viscosity (equator)b Specificc 1.5 3 1011 m4 s21 1.25 3 1010m4 s21

Isopycnal diffusion (equator)d Specifice 300mm s21 100mm s21

Lateral boundary conditions No slip Free slip

Original forcing dataset DFS4f DFS4.4

Sea surface salinity (SSS) restoring time scale [days (10m)21] 60 60g

AABW restoring None 2-yr time scaleh

F runs: simulation name ORCA246-G83b ORCA025-B83 ORCA12-MJM88

F runs: integration period 1 Jan 1958–31 Dec 2007 (50 yr)

S runs: simulation name ORCA246-MJM01 ORCA025-MJM01 ORCA12-GJM02

S runs: integration length 327 yr 327 yr 85 yr

a At the equator.
b Scales as the square of grid step.
c Cravatte et al. (2007)
d Laplacian; scales as the grid step.
e Cravatte et al. (2007)
f Brodeau et al. (2010)
gModel SSS is smoothed prior to subtraction from Levitus SSS; restoring tends to zero toward continents over a 150-km typical scale;

corrective freshwater flux limited to 4mmday21.
h Within the AABW density range, below 1000m and south of 308S. See Dufour et al.’s (2012) appendix.
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The long-term trends found in AMOCz and AMOCs2

time series in each simulation were removed at all lati-

tudes by fitting local regression models (Loess;

Cleveland et al. 1992; Cleveland and Loader 1996),

which act as a nonlinear high-pass temporal filter with

negligible endpoint effects. To remove signals with pe-

riods comparable to (or longer than) the length of time

series, that is, to ensure proper estimates of variances and

spectra, this cutoff period was set to 11 and 110yr for the

processing of 32- and 309-yr time series, respectively (cf.

red and blue lines in Fig. 2). This filtering process thus

retains time scales between 2 and 11yr in 32-yr segments

and between 2 and 110yr in 309-yr segments. It is applied

on all AMOC time series prior to statistical computa-

tions [standard deviation (std dev), spectra, etc.].

e. Impact of temporal sampling on AMOCs2

variability

As mentioned earlier, yearly AMOCs2
were com-

puted from model fields archived at the monthly,

‘‘nominal’’ frequency. Here, we assess the possible

contribution of density–velocity covariances at periods

shorter than 2 months on the interannual AMOCs2

variability. A ‘‘reference’’ AMOCs2
time series was

built from 5-day model outputs, available over the final

27 yr of the 1/48 S run and is compared to its nominal

counterpart. Figure 3 shows that the nominal AMOCs2

std dev is similar to its reference counterpart at most

latitudes. A ;15% difference, however, is found

between the equator and 108N. Additional in-

vestigations (not shown) showed that tropical instability

waves, whose typical periods are shorter than 2 months,

generate a slowly varying shallow overturning cell in this

latitude band; filtering this process in the AMOC com-

putation with monthly model fields induces this 15%

difference. Over most of the basin, however, our nomi-

nal dataset provides an estimate of the interannual

AMOCs2
std dev to within a few percent.

f. Intrinsic variability envelopes

After detrending AMOC time series from all simu-

lations at all latitudes, we computed the total std devs sT
using the 32-yr (1976–2007) AMOC time series from F

runs, and the intrinsic std devs sI from the nine succes-

sive 32-yr time series available in S runs (only two at
1/128); let us note that sT, sI, and all derived quantities

depend on latitude. Figure 2 indeed suggests that sI
varies at 268N during the 1/48 S run.3 At 1/48 and 28 reso-
lutions, our best estimate of sI is given by the average sI
of these nine sI’s; the uncertainty of sI is simply esti-

mated by the standard deviation s(sI).

FIG. 1. Time-averaged AMOCs2
streamfunctions at 1/48 (left) between 1976 and 2007 in the F run and (middle) between years 19–50 in

the S run; zero contours are shown in white. (right) The time-averaged transport of the AMOCs2
upper-cell northward limb in both runs

(i.e., maximum of AMOC in density coordinates; refer to section 2b); a nine-point boxcar filter has been used to smooth the data.

3 Note that changes in the nine SI estimates are decorrelated

from the long-term decrease of the original AMOC itself (Fig. 2);

these changes are actually due to the presence of intrinsic vari-

ability at time scales longer than those accessible from 32-yr seg-

ments (i.e., 11 yr due to the Loess detrending).
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The contribution of intrinsic processes to the total

AMOC variance will be defined as R5 s2I /s
2
T and ex-

pressed in percent; the best estimate for this quantity is

simply R5 sI
2/s2T . The statistics introduced so far may

also yield an accuracy estimate forR. Let us assume that

the accuracies of sT and sI are equal, that is, s(sT)5 s(sI),

and that a nine-member sT time series obtained from

fully forced passes would be uncorrelated with our nine-

member sI time series. This would be consistent with

Hirschi et al.’s (2013) paradigm: variations in successive

estimates of total AMOC std dev (with full forcing) are

due to intrinsic variability, which is chaotic in nature and

thus has a random phase. In that case, the uncertainty

(first-order approximation) for the ratio R simply reads

s(R)5 2
s(sI)

sI
R

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
11R

p
. (1)

The intrinsic std devs and R estimates will thus be

presented in terms of envelopes at 28 and 1/48, that is, will
refer to sI 6 s(sI) and to R6 s(R), respectively. Re-

garding the 1/128 simulations, both available 32-yr esti-

mates of sI and R are shown for AMOCz as a function of

latitude in Fig. 7 (shown below).

MHT yearly time series were computed at each lati-

tude from the monthly outputs of both 1/48 simulations

and nonlinearly detrended as AMOC time series. We

selected the same 32-yr periods as for AMOC and cal-

culated (one) fully forced and (nine successive) intrinsic

MHT interannual variance estimates. As their equiva-

lent R for AMOC, nine M ratios were calculated from

these MHT variances, yielding the envelope shown in

Fig. 5e and commented on in the next section.

3. Total and intrinsic AMOC variability at
interannual-to-decadal time scales

The total and intrinsic AMOC variabilities are now

compared from the 32-yr time series derived from

(detrended) S and F simulations, that is, over time scales

FIG. 2. Example of AMOCs2
raw time series (Sv; gray/black line) in the 1/48 S run over 327 yr

at the RAPID latitude (26.58N). Red and blue lines respectively represent the nonlinear

(LOESS-based) trends fitted to and then removed from the 32- and 309-yr AMOCs2
raw time

series. The first 18 yr, shown in gray, are discarded from all simulations.

FIG. 3. AMOCs2
interannual std dev (Sv) computed from

monthly (solid) and five daily (dashed) model fields over the last

27 yr of the 1/48 S run. A nine-point moving average has been used

to smooth the data.
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ranging between 2 and 11 yr. The impact of intrinsic

variability on theMHT is also examined over these 32-yr

periods.

a. Eddy-permitting regime (1/48): AMOCs2

Let us first compare the variability of the two-

dimensional AMOCs2
streamfunctions in the 1/48 simu-

lations F and S (Fig. 4). The largest AMOC variability in

the F run (Fig. 4a), found north of 408N, reaches its

maxima along the northward and southward limbs of

this subpolar upper cell (indicated by the white con-

tours), suggesting that the total variability affects the

density of the water masses carried by both limbs. The

total variability of the transport of the upper AMOC

cell, that is, which may be seen in the figures around

36.7 kgm23 where the AMOC itself is at its maximum, is

smaller and only exceeds 1 Sv between 438 and 538N.

The subpolar intrinsic variability (Fig. 4b) exhibits a

similar structure with maxima in the southward and

northward limbs (density fluctuations) and weak vari-

ability of the upper-cell transport (near the AMOC

maximum). Subpolar intrinsic variability is thus much

weaker than its fully forced counterpart; the ratio R

between intrinsic and total subpolar AMOC variances

remains below 10% (Fig. 4c).

One of the main peaks south of 408N in fully forced

and intrinsic variabilities is found around the latitude of

the Gulf Stream separation (358N) across the whole

density range, including the isopycnal where the AMOC

itself is at its maximum; this indicates that the transport

of the upper cell varies in both runs at these latitudes.

Figure 4c shows that about half of the total interannual

variability is accounted for by the intrinsic component

there. The wide range of densities associated with this

AMOC variability peak suggests that the associated

circulation fluctuations have a barotropic character, as

indeed is expected within strong recirculations observed

off the U.S. coast (e.g., Bryden et al. 2009). On the other

hand, our two 1/48 simulations, likemany eddy-permitting

model solutions, exhibit an unrealistic, almost standing

eddy near Cape Hatteras (see, e.g., Barnier et al. 2006);

whether this half-intrinsic AMOC variability peak is

robust and realistic is therefore questionable.

A weaker intrinsic variability peak is found near the

RAPID array (258N) with a substantial contribution

(40%) to the fully forced AMOC variance. This maxi-

mum does not seem as suspicious as that mentioned

above since no obvious discrepancy is found in the

model solutions; the robustness of this peak at 1/128 will
be assessed in the following.

The largest fraction of intrinsic variability is found at

the southern end of the domain throughout most density

classes. This peak is likely to be linked to the sponta-

neous interannual variability in the Agulhas leakage

FIG. 4. (a) Total (years 1976–2007) and (b) intrinsic (years 19–50) AMOCs2
interannual std dev at 1/48 and (c) ratioR of their variances.

The white contours (interval 5 2.5 Sv) represent the time-averaged AMOCs2
streamfunctions from Fig. 1; zero contours are shown

in black.
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(e.g., Biastoch et al. 2008). The large intrinsic fraction R

seen in light waters there suggest that in the upper South

Atlantic the variability of the meridional circulation can

only partly be predicted from surface forcing. The large

surface intrinsic contribution is confined to latitudes

south of 258S, suggesting that the variability of the hor-

izontal surface circulation can largely be predicted from

the surface forcing farther north. In deeper layers as-

sociated with the AMOC upper cell (its southward

limb), the intrinsic contribution remains quite large

(30%–50%) between 258N and the equator, which is

similar to the results found for AMOCz by Hirschi

et al. (2013).

From now onward, we shall restrict our variability

analyses to time series of AMOCs2
maxima (in density)

at each latitude and each year. The time series corre-

spond to the evolution of the strength of the northward

limb of the upper AMOC cell described in the in-

troduction. Figure 5a shows that the total AMOCs2
std

dev in the fully forced 1/48 simulation globally increases

northward with typical values of 0.6–0.8 Sv. It reaches its

maxima in the North Atlantic Current between 458 and
508N (;1.13 Sv) and in the subtropics between 108 and
208N (;0.9 Sv). Its absolute minimum (;0.35 Sv) lies

poleward of 658N,4 with three relative minima (;0.6 Sv)

within 238–338N, around the equator and south of 278S.
Figure 5b shows the envelope of intrinsic AMOCs2

std

dev, derived from the nine sI estimates computed over

the successive 32-yr periods; the solid and dashed lines

represent sI , sI 2 s(sI), and sI 1 s(sI) as defined in sec-

tion 2f. The dispersion s(sI) remains close to 10%–15%

of its average sI throughout the basin, showing a rather

uniform meridional distribution of AMOCs2
std dev

dispersion among the nine 32-yr segments of the S 1/48
run. Switching from full to seasonal forcing (i.e., from

the F to S run) reduces the interannual AMOC variance

but does not suppress it, especially at the basin’s

southern end where the intrinsic std dev reaches 0.4 Sv.

The contribution R of intrinsic processes to the total

AMOCs2
variance in the 1/48 simulation is shown in

Fig. 5c as its envelope defined in section 2f. Roughly

15%–30% of the total variance s2T happens to be due to

intrinsic processes over the Atlantic tropics and sub-

tropics, with amarked increase ofR from north to south.

Three additional features are visible in this panel and

might be relevant for the interpretation of observational

MOC variability estimates. Interestingly, and despite

substantial differences in experimental strategies and

model setups, the three following features are also visi-

ble in Hirschi et al. (2013):

d R reaches its absolutemaximum (50%6 15%) around

308S. This latitude sits a few degrees north of the

SAMOC monitoring array, which is currently being

deployed at 34.58S and where R remains substantial

(40% 6 10%). There, a substantial part of the in-

terannual AMOC variability may not be directly

related to that of the atmosphere and purely due to

oceanic processes.
d Between 248 and 268N, the total and intrinsic

AMOCs2
variabilities reach a local minimum and

maximum, respectively; R reaches its secondary max-

imum (40% 6 10%) at 258N, and R 5 30% 6 10% at

the latitude of the RAPID array.Whether this result is

robust to other model parameters remains to be seen,

but these results suggest that interannual AMOC

variability measured at 26.58N may be affected by

ocean-driven processes.
d As expected from the opposite basin-scale gradients of

total and intrinsic std dev’s, intrinsic processes reach

their minimum contribution (;5%) between 458 and
608N. This subpolar area almost entirely encompasses

the paths of OVIDE tracks along which several

observational AMOCs1
estimates have been derived

since 2002 (Treguier et al. 2006; Mercier et al. 2013).

The forthcoming OSNAP monitoring array will also

be deployed within this gyre. Despite the misalign-

ment between nonzonal OVIDE tracks and our quasi-

zonal model grid there, and despite the difference in

density reference levels, our results suggest that in this

area almost all the interannual-to-decadal AMOC

variance is related to the atmosphere with a minor

contribution of oceanic processes. Interestingly, R at
1/48 reaches a localized maximum around 658N (near

the Greenland–Iceland–Scotland Ridge), where the

total variability s2T reaches a minimum. A local R

maximum is found right above this ridge in our 1/128
experiments as well (R ;23%, Fig. 6). This topo-

graphic feature may therefore host oceanic processes

in our 1/48 and 1/128 simulations that locally increase R,

that is, processes that moderate the strong connection

between the atmosphere and interannual AMOC

variance.

The interannual intrinsic variabilities of AMOCs2
and

MHT are significantly correlated across a wide range of

latitudes over the nine successive 32-yr periods of the 1/48
S run (Fig. 5d); 50%–74% of the MHT and AMOCs2

intrinsic variances are shared between 348 and 58S, 188
and 438N, and 458 and 548N. The intrinsic MHT and

AMOCs2
variabilities have comparable meridional

4A slight local maximum in sT may, however, be seen along the

36.7 kgm23 isopycnal in Fig. 4a near this latitude; this difference is

explained by temporal changes in isopycnals along whichAMOCs2

reaches its successive maxima, which are in turn used in Fig. 5a.
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FIG. 5. (a) Total and (b) intrinsic interannual standard deviations of the AMOCs2
upper-cell northward limb transports at 1/48, and

(c) the ratioR of their variances. The nine successive 32-yr sI estimates of intrinsic variability are shown in gray in (b). The solid and dashed

black lines in (b) and (c) represent the averages and envelopes of the nine sI estimates presented in section 2f. (d) Correlation between

intrinsic interannual AMOCs2
and MHT variabilities at 1/48 over the nine successive 32-yr periods. Solid and dashed lines represent the

mean and std dev of the correlation coefficient over the nine periods, respectively. Thick solid lines show where the correlations remain

significant throughout the nine periods. (e) As in (c), but for the interannual MHT at 1/48 (envelope of M defined in section 2f). A nine-

point moving average has been used to smooth these data.
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distributions (not shown) at these latitude ranges. The

ratio M between intrinsic and total MHT variances (its

envelope is shown in Fig. 5e) is substantial in the South

Atlantic, as was noted for R; M reaches its absolute

maximum (;26% 6 7%) near the SAMOC latitude

around 308S. Between 158S and 238N, intrinsic processes

contribute to less than 10% of the MHT variance be-

cause of a marked maximum of the fully forced MHT

variability (not shown). The term M reaches ;12% 6
3% at RAPID (26.58N) and ;23% 6 6% in the Gulf

Stream extension (378–428N). As for AMOCs2
, the

contribution of intrinsic processes to the total MHT

variance reaches its absolute minimum north of 458N,

where OVIDE and OSNAP measurements have and

will be made. The interannual variability of the north-

ward heat transport is thereforemostly controlled by the

atmosphere in the subpolar gyre but is partly due to

intrinsic processes at midlatitudes.

b. Laminar, eddy-permitting, and eddy-resolving
regimes: AMOCz

As explained earlier, we switch from AMOCs2
to

AMOCz within this section. Let us first investigate how

this switch affects overturning variabilities by comparing

Figs. 5a and 7a in terms of total std dev’s at 1/48 (black
lines). The total standard deviations of both quantities at
1/48 are very close to each other south of 408N, a result

similar to that reported by Zhang (2010, her Fig. 2b) in

the laminar regime. Poleward of 408N, however, std devs

are systematically larger in terms of AMOCs2
than of

AMOCz. This reflects the fact that AMOCs2
variabil-

ities integrate both the zonally integrated vertically ac-

cumulated transport and the horizontal gyre circulation

and that the contribution of this latter component in-

creases toward subpolar latitudes (e.g., Marsh et al.

2009). These authors also reported stronger AMOCz

values at subpolar latitudes in coarse-resolution simu-

lations, as most of the meridional transports occur in the

overturning part in laminar regimes but are more evenly

split between gyre and overturning parts in eddying re-

gimes. This resolution impact is confirmed by our results

in terms of interannual variability (stronger at 28, red
line in Fig. 7a).

We now investigate how the model resolution in-

fluences intrinsic variability. Figure 7b demonstrates

that switching from the eddy-permitting (1/48) to laminar

regime (28) almost entirely suppresses interannual in-

trinsic variability of AMOCz, as it does for the sea level

(Penduff et al. 2011). The basin’s intrinsic variability

minimum is found north of 408N both at 1/48 and 1/128 but
is stronger in the latter case. At least in this subpolar

region, the intensity of interannual intrinsic variability

therefore seems to increase with the ability of the model

to (even partly) resolve mesoscale eddies. Figure 5a in-

dicates that this does not imply that the total AMOC std

dev increases under full forcing when switching from 1/48
to 1/128 resolution. Interestingly, the 1/48–1/128 resolution
increase barely changes the general distribution and

magnitude of this intrinsic std dev between 358S and

408N; over most of this latitude range the two estimates

of intrinsic std dev at 1/128 remain within (or very close to)

the 1/48 envelope. Figure 7b shows that in both eddying

simulations, the strongest imprint of LF intrinsic vari-

ability on AMOCz occurs around the latitude of the

Gulf Stream; substantial and relatively uniform sI levels

are then found between this latitude and 358S. This
meridional distribution is in contrast with the imprint of

LF intrinsic variability on sea surface height (SSH) at

both 1/48 and 1/128 (see Penduff et al. 2011; Sérazin et al.

2015), which exhibits very distinct peaks in the highly

turbulent Gulf Stream and Agulhas retroflection re-

gions, with almost no SSH imprint in between. Both

the horizontal and overturning circulations are thus

impacted by LF intrinsic variability in these two eddy-

active regions. Its relatively uniform imprint on

AMOC between these latitudes is likely related to the

marked meridional coherence of AMOC intrinsic

variability anomalies across this latitude range at

FIG. 6. Intrinsic-to-total LF variance ratio R from AMOCs2
time series computed across four

sections from our 1/128 simulations. The shaded background shows topography.
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interannual-to-decadal periods (as discussed in section 4d

for longer time scales).

Figure 7c summarizes the impact of resolution on R,

the intrinsic-to-total interannual variance ratio. The in-

terannual variability of the forcing explains nearly all

interannual AMOCz variance at 28 throughout the basin
and remains largely dominant (up to 95%) in the sub-

polar gyre when eddies are present (1/48 and 1/128). In both
eddying simulations, however, the contribution of non-

linear intrinsic processes in the total AMOC variance

tends to increase toward the south and reaches about

one-third around 358N up to 40%–50% in the Agulhas

region. Our comments about the R extrema found at

OVIDE and SAMOC in terms of AMOCs2
(previous

section) thus remain valid in terms of AMOCz, but R is

smaller at RAPID (20% 6 5%) than in terms of

AMOCs2
; intrinsic variability here is partly associated

withmeridional flows occurring at different densities but

same depths.

Thomas and Zhai (2013) used a different model

(MITgcm), resolution (1/108), and experimental strategy,

but comparing our Fig. 7c with the black line in their

Fig. 4 is instructive. First, their estimate of the R ratio in

the eddying regime compares quite well with ours in the

208–458N latitude range (and with our 1/128 results at

subpolar latitudes). Second, this comparison strongly

suggests that most of the intrinsic interannual variability

in the northern tropics (08–208N) comes from the

southern basin. Indeed, their use of a closed southern

boundary at 148S yields a negligible intrinsic interannual

variability at low latitudes, while it remains substantial

and homogeneous across 348S–308N in our global con-

figurations as well as in Hirschi et al.’s (2013). This result

is also consistent with Biastoch et al. (2008) who showed

how intrinsic AMOC variability generated in the tur-

bulent Agulhas region can influence the tropical North

Atlantic.

Interestingly, our 1/48 model proves able to capture

the essential processes generating intrinsic variability

since 1/128 and 1/48 results do not differ much from each

other, at least south of the subpolar gyre. Most of our

results there are also robust to the use of AMOCz or

AMOCs2
.

4. Long-term AMOCs2
intrinsic variability at ¼°

We now take advantage of the 327-yr seasonally

forced 1/48 simulation to describe the long-term evolu-

tion of the intrinsic AMOCs2
variability. (i) We first

highlight its general features through a time–frequency

analysis at four selected latitudes; (ii) we then focus on

the evolution of interannual-to-decadal intrinsic vari-

ability, and (iii) its possible relationship with the atmo-

spheric variability, and (iv) focus on the time–latitude

FIG. 7. As in Fig. 5, but forAMOCz at
1/48, 28, and 1/128. (b) Two intrinsic std devs and (c)R at 1/128 resolution are computed from the two 32-yr

segments available in the S run. The 9- and 25-point moving averages were used to smooth the 1/48 and 1/128 results, respectively.
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distribution of the multidecadal intrinsic variability

throughout the basin.

a. Time–frequency analysis of the intrinsic variability

Detrended 309-yr time series of intrinsic AMOCs2

anomalies are presented at four latitudes in Fig. 8, along

with corresponding wavelet power spectra. Morlet

wavelets (see Torrence and Compo 1998) were chosen,

spectra were normalized by AMOCs2
LF variances, and

confidence levels, shown as contours, were obtained by

fitting lag-1 autoregressive red noise processes. The four

chosen latitudes correspond to the observational arrays

mentioned earlier and/or to intrinsic AMOCs2
extrema

visible in Fig. 5; both R maxima found at SAMOC and

RAPID (Figs. 8a,b), the R minimum around OVIDE

(Fig. 8c), and the R maximum above the Greenland–

Iceland–Scotland Ridge (Fig. 8d).

The main feature visible in these wavelet spectra (and

at other latitudes as well) is the temporal irregularity of

the frequency content throughout the 1/48 S run. Signifi-

cant spectral peaks appear and disappear during the run;

these occurrences are not particularly confined at the

FIG. 8. Intrinsic AMOCs2
anomaly time series and wavelet power spectra from the last 309 yr of the 1/48 S run at

(a) 29.98S, (b) 26.68N, (c) 54.38N, and (d) 648N. Shown are unfiltered (blue) and bandpass-filtered yearly time series in

the 15–30- (red) and 50–90-yr (black) bands, for comparison with Fig. 10. Wavelet spectra are normalized by the

variance of time series; white contours indicate 95% confidence levels.
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beginning or the end of the simulation, suggesting that

the long-term adjustment of the model state does not

adversely contaminate these results. The wavelet

transforms also show that this intrinsic AMOCs2
vari-

ability concerns a wide frequency range, with significant

power at interannual-to-decadal time scales throughout

the Atlantic.

b. Interannual-to-decadal intrinsic variability

AMOCs2
Fourier spectra are computed at each lati-

tude over the nine successive 32-yr segments of the 1/48 S
run (left panels in Fig. 9). Confidence levels are esti-

mated as in Torrence and Compo (1998) by modeling

background spectra as red noise (lag-1 autoregressive

process). These panels reveal generic features of the

intrinsic variability that persist throughout the simula-

tion; at low and midlatitudes, significant spectral peaks

are visible most of the time, extending over wide (up to

308N) latitudinal ranges at well-defined frequencies.

These ‘‘ridges’’ are particularly clear south of 258N;

several of them happen to span the whole SouthAtlantic

at about 3-, 5-, and 8-yr periods. Comparable structures

also appear in the northern subtropics, with somewhat

shorter meridional extents though. North of about 408N,

intrinsic variability has a reduced contribution to the

AMOC variance; its frequency peaks are more confined

in latitude and fluctuate more in time.

These results are summarized in color in the lower-

right panel of Fig. 9, which shows the probability that

intrinsic variability reaches a significant spectral peak

during these nine periods. Everywhere south of about

258N, intrinsic AMOCs2
variability often occurs (30%–

50% of the 309-yr period) at 8- and 4.5-yr periods; ad-

ditional occurrences are detected around 3 yr in the

South Atlantic, suggesting that future SAMOC mea-

surements may include intrinsic AMOC signals around

these three interannual peaks. Between 258 and 408N,

significant spectral peaks are mostly found around 5–

6 yr. More detailed investigations in our 1/48 and 1/128 S
runs confirm that AMOC at the RAPID array (26.58N)

has intrinsic variability peaks near 4–5 and 10 yr. This

variability is in line with Rossby wave–like intrinsic

modes that continuously cross the basin between 158 and
358N (see Penduff et al. 2011, their section 4.a.2) in both

simulations and whose spatiotemporal features are very

similar to those found by Hazeleger and Drijfhout

(2000) in idealized simulations.

Significant peaks occur at more diverse periods far-

ther north; however, intrinsic variability seems to pref-

erably peak around 3.5 and 8 yr poleward of 458N, with

slightly longer periods (5 and 10 yr) at the northern

boundary of the basin. In summary, the amplitude, lat-

itudinal extent, and dominant frequencies of intrinsic

AMOCs2
variability vary in a substantial, complex, and

intermittent way during the integration, as expected

from the irregular shape of the wavelets (Fig. 8).

The impact of model resolution on interannual in-

trinsic variability spectra is difficult to assess accurately.

AMOCz intrinsic variability spectra at 1/128 are indeed

available over two 32-yr periods only (not shown) and

are quite different from each other (as in the 1/48 case, see
Fig. 9). Although the intensity of intrinsic variability is

similar over these successive periods (Fig. 7b), no robust

estimate of the 1/128 intrinsic variability spectral peaks

may be derived from these two realizations. However,

meridionally coherent spectral peaks appear between

about 358S and 358N at both resolutions and over many

32-yr periods of the S runs, suggesting that this feature of

intrinsic variability is robust.

c. Possible impacts of the atmospheric forcing

The spectrum of AMOCs2
variability was also com-

puted over 1976–2007 from the fully forced 1/48 run; its
significant peaks are superimposed in white in the lower-

right panel of Fig. 9 in order to assess potential corre-

spondences between AMOC preferred periods, with

and without interannual forcing. Interestingly, both

simulations exhibit common spectral peaks in a few re-

gions: around 5–6 yr at the northern limit of the basin

(688–708N) as well as around 308–408N. Gulf Stream

surface velocity observations (Ezer et al. 2013) confirm

the actual existence of this latter peak, which might

therefore be of intrinsic origin. Correspondence be-

tween seasonally and fully forced AMOC spectral peaks

is less clear but may also be present in the subpolar gyre,

around 8 yr between 458 and 608N; this peak could

therefore be of intrinsic origin but also may be excited

by the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO; see Eden and

Willebrand 2001). In this region, we may hypothesize

that the interannual forcing excites and paces intrinsic

variability modes that spontaneously emerge in the S

run. A similar paradigm was proposed by Pierini (2014)

in the Kuroshio, but assessing its relevance in the pres-

ent case would require further investigations.

At lower latitudes, white contours reveal that

switching on the interannual forcing does not affect the

meridional alignment of spectral peaks. This feature was

clearly noticed in the S run, strongly suggesting that the

meridional coherence of the forced (and observed)

interannual-to-decadal AMOC variability is inherent in

oceanic dynamics. These intrinsic and fully forced

spectral peaks, however, are found at different periods

at mid- and low latitudes. Whether these correspon-

dences and differences in AMOC variability peaks are

realistic and robust is unclear; an ensemble of simula-

tions (e.g., different resolutions, initial conditions, and
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FIG. 9. (left) Frequency–latitude Fourier power spectra of the intrinsic AMOCs2
variability during the nine successive 32-yr periods of the

1/48 S run. Spectra are normalized by the AMOCs2
interannual variance at each latitude. Black and white contour lines indicate 95% and 90%

confidence levels, respectively. (bottom right) Probability that these intrinsic variability peaks are significant at 90% over the nine periods

(color, refer to section 4b); regions of the frequency–latitude plane where total variability spectral peaks in the fully forced 1/48 F run are

significant at 90% (black contours, refer to section 4c). Dashed white/black line shows the cutoff period of the Loess detrending operator.
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parameters) would be necessary to assess whether

AMOC variability periods are biased in our S run and

may better match their fully forced counterparts or if the

fully forced periods would be the same in different

conditions. On the other hand, frequency shifts due to

the forcing are known to exist in nonlinear systems like

the eddying ocean (e.g., Kartashova 2011), and such

effects might also explain these differences. These as-

sessments are left for future studies.

d. Multidecadal intrinsic variability

Wavelet power spectra (Fig. 8) have shown that in-

trinsic AMOCs2
variability in the 1/48 S run can also be

significant at multidecadal periods: 15–30 yr at 648N and

308S and up to 50–90 yr at 54.38N and 308S (Figs. 8a,c,d).

Multidecadal peaks are intermittently visible at other

latitudes as well, but they do not appear as significant in

Fig. 8, perhapsmasked bymore energetic, simultaneous,

shorter-period signals. To highlight the meridional–

temporal structure of these multidecadal signals, in-

trinsic AMOCs2
time series were bandpass filtered at

each latitude using a temporal Lanczos filter in the 15–

30- and 50–90-yr bands (see Fig. 10); these plots reveal

that these intermittent multidecadal oscillations have a

substantial coherence over large meridional extents.

The 15–30-yr intrinsic AMOCanomalies are strongest

at the southern end of the domain. They extend over the

whole South Atlantic (e.g., years 50–80 in the top panel)

and often reach the RAPID latitude without much

attenuation (see at 268N, middle of the top panel), with

occasional extensions farther north. In contrast, the 50–

90-yr intrinsic AMOC anomalies tend to be strongest in

the 308–608N latitudinal band. Hovmoeller diagrams in

both frequency bands show that most AMOC intrinsic

anomalies propagate in latitude but at phase speeds that

happen to vary in space and time and with occasional

changes in direction. South of 308N for instance, most

anomalies propagate northward, with an acceleration of

phase speeds (phase lines are closer to the vertical) after

year 210 in the 15–30-yr band or even a tendency for

southward propagation before year 130 in the 50–90-yr

band. Despite these features, which further illustrate the

nonstationary character of intrinsic variability, most

AMOC signals in this 308S–308N latitude band propa-

gate northward in both frequency bands with phase

speeds lying within the range 3–30 cm s21, as reported by

Biastoch et al. (2008) at shorter (decadal) time scales.

The coherence of AMOC anomalies in the 15–30-yr

band is somewhat blurred by meridionally confined

disturbances in the 308–508N latitudinal range but re-

mains much clearer in the 50–90-yr band. Interestingly,

most intrinsic AMOC anomalies seem to propagate

southward from 508 to 308N in this intergyre region, in

particular in the 50–90-yr band (at about 3 cm s21) and in

the 15–30-yr band between years 120 and 260. North of

508N in the subpolar gyre, meridional propagation of

AMOC anomalies remains dominantly northward in

both frequency bands (also in the 6–15 and 30–50-yr

FIG. 10. Time–latitude plots of intrinsic AMOCs2
anomalies (Sv) during the 1/48 S run,

bandpass filtered (top) in the 15–30-yr band and (bottom) in the 50–90-yr band; initial and final

parts of the time series are ignored because of the side effects of the Lanczos filters. Slanted

lines and associated numbers indicate ranges of meridional phase speeds (cm s21) that domi-

nate within selected latitude ranges; pluses and minuses correspond to northward and south-

ward propagation, respectively.
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bands, not shown); these phase speeds are smaller (0.5–

1.5 cm s21) at these high latitudes and may be related to

the poleward advection of anomalous isopycnal trans-

ports across the eastern North Atlantic. A number of

intrinsic AMOC anomalies thus have an approximate

C-shaped pattern north of 308N at these multidecadal

scales (as well as in the 30–50-yr period range, not

shown) and seem to propagate away from the 508N
latitude line. Whether this feature is also found in other

OGCM simulations needs to be verified. Simplified

model simulations would then help identify the possible

source of these signals, which approximately lies at the

latitude where the North Atlantic Current crosses the

basin. More generally, explaining the nonlinear dy-

namics that are likely to generate and propagate these

superimposed, nonstationary, and complex multi-

decadal signals lies beyond the scope of this study and is

left for future process-oriented investigations.

5. Conclusions and discussion

Three global ocean–sea ice model simulations, forced

at the surface by a repeated annual cycle, have been

analyzed in terms of AMOC intrinsic variability at

interannual-to-multidecadal time scales. Intrinsic vari-

ability emerges spontaneously at these time scales when

mesoscale eddies are (even partly) resolved, that is, in

our 1/48 and 1/128 resolution models. At 28 resolution, the
same model does not produce any low frequency spon-

taneously. Equatorward of 408N, the intrinsic AMOC

low-frequency variance s2I does not significantly increase

when switching from 1/48 to 1/128 resolution, suggesting
that its dynamical sources are properly simulated at low

and midlatitudes in the eddy-permitting regime.

The same three model configurations were also driven

over the last decades by a forcing based on atmospheric

reanalyses that now include interannual and longer time

scales. These fully forced hindcasts yield estimates at

three resolutions of the ‘‘total’’ interannual-to-decadal

AMOC variability, which was compared to its intrinsic

counterpart. At 1/48 and 1/128, about one-third to one-half

of the fully forced interannual-to-decadal AMOC vari-

ance s2T is accounted for by intrinsic processes around

258N and 308S, that is, close to the RAPID and SAMOC

in situ arrays that are presently (or will soon be) moni-

toring the AMOC variability. This suggests that only a

part of the interannual AMOC variance at these two

latitudesmay be explained by atmospheric causes. In the

subpolar North Atlantic, on the other hand, our results

suggest that overturning observational estimates, such

as those derived from the existing OVIDE (and future

OSNAP) measurements, are strongly related to the at-

mospheric interannual variability since the intrinsic

component only accounts for 5%–10% of the total

AMOC variance. About a quarter of the meridional

heat transport interannual variability happens to be

driven by intrinsic processes near theGulf Stream and at

the southern opening of the basin.

Wavelet power spectra revealed that the AMOC in-

trinsic variability exhibits an intermittent, stochastic

character throughout the 327-yr 1/48 seasonally forced

simulation. At mid- and low latitudes, in the 2–11-yr

range, marked spectral peaks spread over wide latitude

ranges (as in idealized model studies; e.g., Hazeleger

and Drijfhout 2000), but the intensity and frequency of

these spectral peaks slowly vary in time, apparently in a

random way. The cumulated time over which the most

recurrent intrinsic, latitudinally extended spectral peaks

are present and significant amounts to about half of the

327 yr. In the North Atlantic, some recurrent intrinsic

variability peaks overlap the peaks of the AMOCdriven

by full forcing, suggesting that interannual atmospheric

variability modes, such as the North Atlantic Oscilla-

tion, may excite certain intrinsic variability modes in the

Gulf Stream or the subpolar gyre.

Intrinsic AMOC variability extends beyond decadal

time scales. Irregular oscillations are found at the lon-

gest periods accessible from our dataset, extending all

the way from 358S to 258N in the 15–30-yr band and

throughout the whole Atlantic basin in the 50–90-yr

band. In both ranges of periods, multidecadal AMOC

anomalies tend to propagate northward between 348S
and about 308N but seem to propagate northward and

southward away from the North Atlantic Current sys-

tem. Further investigations are needed to identify and

quantify themultivariate imprints of intrinsic variability,

the dynamical processes involved in its generation,

structure, propagation, and nonstationarity, and its de-

pendency to model formulation.

The analysis of our climatological simulations, com-

plemented by Sérazin et al. (2015) in terms of sea level

intrinsic variability, raises additional open questions.

The appearance of a substantial intrinsic variability

when oceanic eddies are resolved suggests that the next

generation of coupled models with eddying ocean

components will exhibit additional (or perhaps stron-

ger) low-frequency variability modes. Intensified or

additional stochasticity might also be expected in future

coupled simulations given the intermittency spontane-

ously generated by the model during 327 yr. These re-

sults also echo conclusions by Hirschi et al. (2013) and

Thomas and Zhai (2013): the low-frequency AMOC

variability is not fully deterministic but stochastic in the

eddying regime. These findings claim for the use of

probabilistic approaches and ensemble modeling strat-

egies in climate-oriented oceanographic studies, as
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proposed, for example, in Penduff et al. (2014), poten-

tially using 1/48 models that proved able to capture most

of the intrinsic AMOC variance obtained at 1/128.
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